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Welcome to our newsletter 
I’ve been at World Monuments Fund Britain for almost 18 months now, which 

also means that I have become a resident of London for the first time. Each 

morning I enjoy a commute that is bookended by two contrasting sites, both 

linked to World Monuments Fund Britain. I begin my walk in the shadow of 

Battersea Power Station, reflecting that our input has helped ensure that the 

towers of this [dare I say it...] beautiful industrial monument  are still standing.    

I end up by St Paul’s Cathedral, where WMFB has supported the installation of 

360° interpretation in part of the crypt for those who are unable to access the 

roof  or the Whispering Gallery.  Of course we are involved in many sites across 

the country, so we’ve put together this newsletter to update you on a few of 

them, whether they are part of your daily routine or not.  I do hope you enjoy it. 

 

Events coming up  
TALK: Wednesday 18th January 2017, 6.30pm at         

The Art Workers’ Guild, London  

Loyd Grossman – Chair of The Heritage Alliance and 

The Royal Parks, and President of NADFAS, will be 

sharing his witty and insightful views on the state of 

British heritage, at home and overseas.  

This event is free of charge. To express interest in 

attending please contact Sarah Meaker on                          

Tel: 020 7251 8142 or email: sarah@wmf.org.uk.  

New website to be 

launched this autumn 

Over the past 20 years World Monuments Fund Britain 

has been involved in some truly stunning pieces of 

conservation, building a reputation for the highest 

quality of restoration and technical conservation 

expertise.   

Until now, many of those initiatives have been one-off 

tasks of conservation brilliance – a story told in the 

moment. No longer. We have spent the last six months 

completely overhauling our website so that it can be 

used as a resource by those who are interested in  

 

conservation and repair. So, if you wish to see 

examples of the best painting, plaster or woodwork 

restoration or, alternatively, want to explore the 

transformation of a particular historic building, then 

look no further. But the new site will be much more 

than a comprehensive back-catalogue of work on 

historic buildings and monuments.  We’ve also 

identifying current heritage issues, news, stories and 

comment from across the world that you might find 

interesting. And, as importantly, we will be 

highlighting our future events and campaigns.   

The new site will be launched in November and we’ll 

let you know how to access it as soon as it goes live.  
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Earlier this year we supported the Royal Greenwich 

Heritage Trust to undertake a first truly 

comprehensive survey of Charlton House in 

Greenwich.  This important Jacobean mansion, one of 

the finest in South East England, is in need of help.   

Well-loved locally, but little known outside the 

borough, Charlton has some of the most magnificent 

Jacobean interior decorations imaginable, ranging from 

beautifully carved fireplaces (a pensive Vulcan opposite 

a distracted  Venus) , and stunning plaster ceilings and 

friezes through to elaborate carved woodwork and 

myriad of other iconographic devices.  Our survey work 

has been a necessary starting point to truly understand 

the building’s needs and to help guide future plans.   
In addition, over the spring and summer of this year 

Lily Higgins, our annual Yale Scholar, uncovered further 

detail on the early history of the house, most notably 

‘A true and perfect Inventory’ detailing the furnishings 

in each of the rooms in 1679.  There are mentions of 

‘Guilt leather hangings’, ‘Spannish Tables’, ‘a velvett 

Bedd’, ‘Suits of Armour’ and ‘three pair of Pistolls’. 

Given that no original furniture remains and that we 

are looking at ways in which we can interpret the 

house, this is an invaluable find.  We are planning some 

special guided visits to Charlton for our supporters in 

2017, and will let you know details closer to the time. 

Charlton House – 
research and visits 

PROJECT NEWS 

Top: A detail of the plaster ceiling in The Long Gallery. Left: 

Venus adorns the fireplace in the Grand Salon. Above: An ex-

terior view of Charlton House. 
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Looking down over the Grand Staircase in the 

eastern half of Stowe’s piano nobile is a magnificent 

ceiling painting of Fame & Victory by the Venetian 

painter Francesco Sleter.  The painting was one of 

several on the theme of justice and martial success 

commissioned by Lord Cobham in the 1730s. 

Companion pieces Justice & Peace and Plenty may 

originally have been over the landing, but no longer 

survive. 

Earlier this year specialists from Hirst Conservation 

used ultra-violet scanning and carried out detailed 

paint analysis to identify at least four earlier phases of 

work on the painting. The painting was subsequently 

re-cleaned, with some later interventions removed, 

before minimal retouching to the original and the 

application of a single protective layer of varnish.  The 

scaffolding was removed in the summer to reveal 

Sleter’s scheme in all its magnificence, thanks to 

WMFB support. 

The paint analysis of the cornices below Fame & 

Victory showed six schemes of decoration, the earliest 

Latest news from  
Stowe House  

being contemporary with the painting.  Amongst these, 

on the walls below the mural, conservators found 

evidence of previously unseen decoration which could 

extend all the way down to the skirting. 

Raised lines and markings may reveal the presence of 

painted niches, cartouches, overdoor panels, 

architectural pediments and friezes covering the walls 

and now hidden by later layers of paint. Conservation is 

always a work in progress, so this will remain a 

potential future project, but the team at Stowe will 

leave a small number of ‘windows’ to allow a view of 

the earlier scheme and to remind people of the 

Below: Sleter’s ceiling painting of Fame & Victory prior to 

conservation.  Above: An earlier paint scheme revealed. 
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World Monuments Fund Britain has not been involved 

in a project in Wales before, so we’re delighted to 

announce a new partnership with the Strata Florida 

Trust, championing an extraordinary Cistercian 

monastery in Ceredigion.   

Known to date from the 12th century, but constructed 

on an ancient site of regional Iron Age and Celtic 

importance, Strata Florida Abbey has great significance 

as a place of Welsh hiraeth and cultural identity. It is 

still known as the ‘Westminster Abbey of Wales’ 

where eleven early princes of Wales are buried, 

including Prince Gruffydd ap Rhys II, as is the 

poet Dafydd ap Gwilym, widely regarded as one the 

great poets of Europe in the Middle Ages.  The most 

important primary historical source for early Welsh 

history, the Brut y Tywysogion, was compiled at Strata 

Florida, which built a reputation as a centre of medieval 

learning, poetry and literature.  The monastery 

comprised an inner precinct of church, cloisters, 

chapter house, dormitory and refectory, and a vast 

outer precinct extending over 120 acres.  Beyond this 

the estate consisted of lands and granges spread 

extensively across the Cambrian Mountains, reflecting 

At the end of September 2016 Apple announced that it 

is to move 1,400 staff into Battersea Power Station, 

which will become its new London HQ.   

It is a building close to our heart, as Sir Giles Gilbert 

Scott’s extraordinary ‘brick cathedral’ has twice been on 

the World Monuments Watch list in 2004 and in 2014. 

Why? The coal fired power station is the largest brick 

building in Europe: with a sleek exterior and Art Deco 

interiors, it was the first power station to be truly 

regarded as modern architecture, and a London icon 

that was only enhanced by its starring role on Pink 

Floyd’s ‘Animals’ album cover. But the place has had a 

chequered history since it was decommissioned by the 

Central Electricity Generating Board in 1983. Demolition 

has been averted on more than one occasion and WMF 

has played a key role in challenging developers who 

have declared the chimneys to be ‘beyond repair’. We 

are still going to keep the pressure on – we continue to 

its power over the landscape of mid-Wales and the 

ancient kingdom of Deheubarth. The monastery was 

dissolved in 1539 under orders of Henry VIII. The 

former monastic buildings were subsequently 

converted to a Gentry house, and later adapted as a 

farm. The Strata Florida Trust has recently purchased 

the farm, and we will be working with them to restore 

these important historic buildings and to tell the wider 

story.  Watch this space… 

have concerns that views of the building will be 

crowded out by the scale of enabling development – 

but Apple’s move is a welcome new chapter in the life 

of Scott’s ‘temple of power’.   

Battersea Power Station in the news  

Strata Florida – a new partnership 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gruffydd_ap_Rhys_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brut_y_Tywysogion

